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 To complement this event, the NFLA Secretary has arranged a NFLA Welsh Forum seminar on 
March 10th in Ceredigion County Council offices. The seminar will include some of the speakers 
from the Saturday event. A programme is being put together and will be sent out in early 
February, in addition to the flyer for the Saturday programme.  

 
  

THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT VOICE ON NUCLEAR ISSUES: 
COUNCILS WORK FOR A SAFE, PEACEFUL & RENEWABLE FUTURE  

 

C/o Nuclear Policy, Level 3, Town Hall Extension, Library Walk, Manchester, M60 3NY 

Tel: 0161 234 3244 E-Mail: s.morris4@manchester.gov.uk Website: http://www.nuclearpolicy.info  

 

Date: 14th November 2018 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
Subject: Short technical Note on Safety Problems at Reactors 3 & 4 at Hunterston B Nuclear 

Power Station following NFLA Scotland Forum meeting 
 

i. Overview of Briefing  
The NFLA has remained concerned for some time about the safety problems at Reactors 3 and 
4 at the Hunterston B Nuclear Power Station in North Ayrshire. This relates in particular to keyhole 
cracks in the graphite bricks that surround the Advanced Gas Reactor (AGR). NFLA Policy 
Briefing 164, which was developed for the NFLA by the NFLA Scotland Policy Advisor outlines 
our previous and detailed concerns in this nuclear safety area. It is available on our website and 
should be considered in relation to this new briefing - http://www.nuclearpolicy.info/wp/wp-
content/uploads/2017/10/A277_NB164_Nuclear_Plant_Life_Extensions.pdf   
 
At the NFLA Scotland Forum meeting held on the 8th November in Kilmarnock, Dr Ian Fairlie 
presented further information on this matter, which followed detailed discussions he had with the 
respected independent nuclear engineering consultant, John Large, who has sadly and recently 
died. The presentations from the meeting will be placed on the NFLA website, but the Secretariat 
has asked Dr Fairlie for a written technical note on the concerns he raised. This technical note 
will be sent with a letter requesting a meeting with the UK Chief Nuclear Inspector. It will also be 
sent to the Scottish Government, the UK Government and members of the Scottish Parliament. 
The NFLA thanks Dr Fairlie for raising these important matters, and for being willing to be involved 
in future meetings with senior nuclear regulatory figures, should they be agreed upon.  
 

1. Introduction by Dr Ian Fairlie and tribute to John Large 
This technical note was prepared during October 2018 with the assistance of John Large before 
his untimely death on November 2, 2018. See also - http://www.largeassociates.com/3154 
Graphite AGR/R3154-Graphite FINAL 28 06 06.pdf which was drafted by John Large in 2006, but 
is still substantially relevant today. It is important to understand that, as far back as 2006, Large 
had recommended that, based on the safety first principle, the two reactors at Hunterston B 
should be closed down. In October 2018, he was adamant that they be closed down. 
 

2. Background 
Hunterston B nuclear power station was commissioned in 1976 and was designed with an 
operating life of approximately 35 years, i.e. for closure to occur in 2011. The date has twice been 
extended at EDF’s request and with the agreement of the Office of Nuclear Regulation (ONR): 
first to 2016 and more recently to 2023. At present, the station is 42 years old, and by 2023 it will 
be 47 years old. Hunterston B, along with its sister Hinkley B reactors in Somerset, are the oldest 
operating reactors in Britain. Hunterston B has a history of technical problems including:  

• Insulation Degradation 

• Graphite Oxidation 

• Boiler Spine Cracking 

• Boiler Superheating Cracking and 

• Graphite Cracking 
The most important of these is the last, i.e. cracking of the graphite moderator. 
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This issue has been known about since 2006 when Hunterston’s previous owners, British Energy, 
issued a statement confirming that cracking of graphite bricks was a symptom of neutron 
bombardment during fission over many years.  The two reactors, Reactor 3 (R3) and Reactor 4 
(R4), were therefore to be examined every three years as part of Hunterston B’s statutory outages 
programme. 
 
In October 2014, a new kind of crack in the graphite moderator bricks was found at the Hunterston 
B. This Keyway Root Cracking (KRC) had been previously theorized but not observed. The 
existence of this type of crack does not immediately affect the safety of a reactor – however if the 
number of cracks were to exceed a certain threshold the reactor would need to be 
decommissioned, as these cracks cannot be repaired.  
 
It is understood that Dr I R Bramwell, an independent advisor to the ONR, has previously stated 
that this threshold would number ~350 cracks, as this was the limit cited in EDF`s previous safety 
case for Reactor 3`s continued operation.  
 
In October 2016, the ONR announced that super-articulated control rods would be installed 
at Hunterston B and Hinkley Point B because of questions about the stability of the 
reactors' graphite cores due to KR cracking. The ONR had raised concerns over the number of 
fractures in keyways that lock together the graphite bricks in the core. See the BOX below for 
more detail. An unusual event, such as an earthquake, or sudden outage could destabilise the 
graphite core so that ordinary control rods to shut down the reactor could not be inserted. For this 
reason, the ONR stated that super-articulated control rods had to be installed which could still 
drop into a destabilised core to stop fissioning.  

 
In early 2018, during a scheduled outage, EDF discovered a higher number of new keyway root 
cracks in Reactor 3 than it had expected from its model predictions.  Consequently in May 2018, 
EDF announced that R3’s outage would be extended for further investigation, analysis and new 
modelling. It is presently understood that about 27% of the R3’s fuel channels have now been 
inspected and that over 350 cracks had now been observed – an unexpectedly large increase 
over the previous number of 77 cracks in 2017. It is understood that this number was considerably 
larger than EDF’s computer models had predicted. 
 
This is a vital matter as the EDF’s existing safety case is largely based on its computer modelling. 
In other words, at present, EDF does not appear to have a good understanding of the ageing 
mechanisms inside the reactors’ graphite cores. 
 
Partly as a result, R4 has now also been shut down as from mid-October, although the number 
of cracks at R4 is understood to be smaller than at R3. 

 
3. Present Situation 

As of November 13th, the ONR is awaiting EDF`s new safety case which is understood to claim 
that it is safe to operate R3 with up to 1,000 Keyway Root Cracks, and therefore that it is safe to 
restart the two reactors. However EDF`s new safety case will have to satisfy ONR that EDF`s 
latest inspections, and its computer modelling and its revised predictions of the rate of KRC 
cracking, are robust enough to gain consent to restart the reactors. 
 
The EDF has stated that it wishes R3 and R4 to be restarted on December 17. However it is not 
known whether this will occur or not. It is probable that, if it were given consent to restart, R3 
would be expected to shut down for further checks and corroboration of EDF`s computer 
predictions within 6 months.  
 
The next Hunterston Site Stakeholder Group Meeting, which is open to the public, will take place 
in Seamill Hydro Hotel, 39 Ardrossan Rd, Seamill, West Kilbride KA23 9ND on Thursday 6th 
December at 1:30pm 
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Box. Graphite Core of the AGR 
 
Each AGR reactor has approximately 3,000 graphite “bricks” making up about 300 fuel channels 
and 80 control rod channels. See photo 1 of a graphite barrel below. Each barrel is about one 
meter high and one meter in diameter and weighs about 400 kilos. Therefore a better word than 
“bricks” would be “barrels”. Altogether the graphite core weighs about 1,600 tonnes.  
 

 
 
 
Since all the graphite barrels are locked together by graphite shims (which are inserted into the 
keyways), an intact massive graphite core provides an important degree of solidity and stability to 
the reactor. See photo 2 below. 
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This stability protects against adverse effects arising from untoward incidents such as earth 
tremors, gas excursions, sudden outages, and sudden depressurisations. This is a vital 
consideration in the eyes of the ONR as it provides an added safety margin to the operation of 
AGRs. 
 
Unfortunately, keyway root cracking has now been observed in more than 10% of the graphite 
barrels.  
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The problem is that these keyway cracks invariably form in pairs opposite each other, and thus 
split the barrels in two as shown in photo 4 below. Keyway root cracking originates from the 
outside of the barrel and when visible in the fuel channel, it means there is a complete crack all 
the way through the barrel rather than just a surface crack. 

 
 
This keyway cracking considerably weakens the solidity and stability of the reactor and renders 
the reactor more unsafe. 
 
The question of whether reactors in such a state are too unsafe to operate is presently the 
subject of negotiations between ONR and EDF. 

 


